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Abstract
The time-shift technique is a well-documented technique for the size and velocity measurement
of individual drops passing through one or two tightly focused laser beams. It is a counting
technique, nominally applicable for pure liquid drops, but with potential to also characterize
drops with embedded particles or drops containing a second dispersed phase. In the present
study a novel approach to signal processing is introduced in which the signal detection and
validation phase is eliminated. This extends the capabilities of the time-shift technique in two
manners. For one, size and velocity estimates are made possible for drops exhibiting very poor
signal structure or signal-to-noise ratio. Such signals are commonly expected when measuring
complex drops, either drops with embedded nano/micro-particles (dispersions) or emulsions.
Second, the size and velocity distributions are estimated not by processing of signals from
individual drops (single realization counting technique), but from a large ensemble of drop
signals, improving both computational speed and reducing the influence of outliers in final
statistics. These capabilities are achieved without sacrificing accuracy of mean and variance
estimates of size and velocity of drop ensembles. To demonstrate the advantages of this new
approach, measurements of a paint spray are presented, processed using both standard
processing routines and the new approach. Limitations concerning the application of this new
approach are discussed in detail.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The time-shift technique is a counting technique for the meas-
urement of drop size and velocity in a spray. It has first been
introduced by [1] and more generally discussed in [2]. The
two-beam time-shift technique is one realization, whereby the
velocity is measured using a time-of-flight measurement [3].
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The use of two beams not only enables a time-of-flight velocity
measurement, but increases the reliability of the size meas-
urement due to redundancy used in the validation step. Fur-
ther advances of the technique have been introduced to meas-
ure also the concentration of a dispersed phase in the drops
[4] or the existence of embedded particles [5]. The former is
encountered in processes like spray drying, the latter in metal-
lic paint sprays.

However, there are many circumstances when the valida-
tion rate of the time-shift signals decreases to unacceptably
low levels, resulting in statistics built on only a fraction of
the detected drops in a spray and/or including outlier values.
Such situations arise for instance in dense sprays, where sec-
ondary scattering leads to additional signal noise or when the
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Figure 1. Time-shift measurement principle. Left diagram indicates main scattering orders contributing to the scattered light in backscatter
(dashed lines represent surface waves). The signals registered by the two detectors are shown schematically in the two diagrams on the right.
The various time shifts, denoted ∆t are directly proportional to drop diameter d and inversely proportional to the velocity of drop passing
through the illuminating beam, v.

embedded dispersed phase leads to highly distorted signals.
The present study addresses this problem by eliminating the
signal detection step and abandoning the counting approach,
i.e. the evaluation of the signals from each individual drop, and
reverting to the processing of a large ensemble of drop signals
in an integral manner. While this approach no longer offers
measurement data corresponding to each individual drop, it
nevertheless yields robust and estimators of size and velo-
city distributions prevailing in the spray. Thus, this new pro-
cessing approach extends the applicability of the time-shift
technique to the measurement of denser sprays and to sprays
of more complex drops, while reducing computational effort.
The question to be addressed in this study is to what extent
such estimators will be biased.

A brief introduction to the principles and implementation
of the time-shift technique is first given to establish the sig-
nal form expected under ideal conditions. This is followed
by a description of conventional signal processing algorithms,
since results obtained using these algorithms will be used as a
reference and comparison to results obtained using the new
integrating approach. This comparison will provide inform-
ation about the expectation of the integral estimators. The
integrating approach, based on autocorrelation and cross-
correlation functions will then be introduced. Finally, sample
measurement results will be presented to demonstrate the
robustness of the new approach.

2. Principles and implementation of the time-shift
technique

The time-shift principle is based on the fact that the particle
to be measured—in this case drops—scattering light from an
illuminating light beam, is considerably larger than the light
beam waist diameter, ω0. While coherence and/or polariza-
tion is not necessary, time-shift instruments use lasers because

of the necessity to tightly focus the beam at relatively long
working distances (WDs). The working principle is illustrate
in figure 1. The fact that the illuminating beam, shown in
this figure on the left-hand side with a Gaussian intensity dis-
tribution, is smaller than the particle of diameter d passing
through it with the velocity v means that the individual scat-
tering orders falling onto a detector are separated in time. In
this figure detectors are shown in the near backscatter direc-
tion, where the following scattering orders are expected to con-
tribute to the signal: reflection (p= 0), second-order refrac-
tion, which exhibits two unique paths (modes) through the
drop (p= 2.1, p= 2.2), as well as surface waves on a long
and short path, but which are much lower in amplitude and
will be neglected in this study. Here, p denotes the number
of trajectories the light ray passes through the drop before
exiting the drop toward the detector. The contribution of indi-
vidual scattering orders to the signal can be obtained by apply-
ing a Debye decomposition [6] to the Lorenz–Mie solution
of the light scattering from a sphere [7]. However, for sim-
ulations of the expected time-shift signals it is usually suf-
ficient to use a paraxial geometric optics approximation [8]
to compute the relevant scattering order contributions. It is
noted here that the primary rainbow arises from interference
between the second-order refractive scattering modes p= 2.1
and p= 2.2; however, since these modes are now separated in
time on the detector, no interference phenomenon arises. This
would only occur for drops of diameter comparable to the illu-
minating beam diameter, in which case the individual signal
peaks begin to merge together. Furthermore, the detectors for
the time-shift realization are generally not positioned where
the primary rainbow is expected.

It is immediately apparent that the time shift between dif-
ferent scattering order/mode peaks in the signal either on one
detector or between detectors will be linearly proportional to
the diameter of the drop and inversely proportional to the velo-
city of the drop; hence, the term time shift. These various
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a two-beam time-shift optical configuration.

time shifts have been designated ∆tijkl in figure 1, where the
subscripts i, j, k, and l refer to the p value of the respective scat-
tering orders (0, 2.1 or 2.2). Thus, knowing a particular value
∆t, a velocity measurement is necessary to determine the drop
diameter. Also apparent is that there exists redundancy in the
computation of drop diameter, since all of the various time
shifts between signal peaks are linearly related to the drop
diameter. Given the assumption of spherical particles/drops,
the proportionality constants between each of the time shifts
shown in the figure and the drop diameter will be given solely
by the geometry of the optical configuration; hence, there is
no need for calibration.

While numerous practical realizations of this measure-
ment principle have been suggested, the most common tech-
nique is to use two illuminating beams aligned a distance
∆b downstream of each other in the main flow direc-
tion, thus enabling a time-of-flight (TOF) velocity meas-
urement. Such an optical system is shown schematically
in figure 2, showing four detectors in the near backs-
catter direction, two focused on each of the illuminating
beams.

Designating the signals received on the four detectors pic-
tured in figure 2 as SA, SB, SC and SD, the time shift ∆tAC
between SA(t) and SC(t) and∆tBD between SB(t) and SD(t) are
proportional to the droplet velocity and given by

∆tAC =∆tBD ≡∆tTOF =
∆b
v

. (1)

Thus, knowing the beam separation ∆b, the velocity can be
solved using equation (1), having measured the time shift
between detectors A and C or B and D, i.e. ∆tTOF. These two
time shifts can be measured either using a cross-correlation or
a peak detection algorithm in each of the respective signals,
yielding two estimates of the drop velocity.

Size information is related to the time shifts between scat-
tering orders, either within individual signals or between dif-
ferent signals. However, experience shows that the scatter-
ing order p= 2.1 (second-order refraction, mode 1) dominates
the signal at lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and for non-
opaque drops/particles. For instance, the signals shown on the
left of figure 2 are taken from a paint spray and the main peak
corresponds to p= 2.1. This provides two time shifts related
to the drop diameter, the time shift between the main signal
peak on detectors A and B, or on detectors C and D. This can
be expressed as

∆tAB =∆tCD ≡∆tTS =
d
v
f(m,θs,p) (2)

where f (m, θs, p) is a constant dependent on the relative
refractive index of the drop (to the surrounding medium), m,
the scattering angle at which the detector(s) is placed, θs, and
the scattering orders p involved in the respective time shift.
Substituting the two values of v from equation (1) into the two
possibilities given by equation (2) yields the following four
expressions for the drop diameter

dABC =

(
∆b

f(m,θs,p)

)(
∆tAB
∆tAC

)
(3)

dABD =

(
∆b

f(m,θs,p)

)(
∆tAB
∆tBD

)
(4)

dACD =

(
∆b

f(m,θs,p)

)(
∆tCD
∆tAC

)
(5)

dBCD =

(
∆b

f(m,θs,p)

)(
∆tCD
∆tBD

)
. (6)
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The function f (m, θs, p) is given as

f(m,θs,p) = sin
(
θp=2.1
i

)
(7)

where θp=2.1
i is the angle at which the p= 2.1 ray enters the

drop. This angle is given by the implicit equation [3]

sinθp=2.1
i = msin

(
π

4
− θs

4
+

θp=2.1
i

2

)
. (8)

The redundant values can be used to compute a mean and
standard deviation for the size and velocity values for each
drop (subscript i):

vi = ⟨v⟩i±∆vi =mean(vAC,vBD)i± std(vAC,vBD)i (9)

di = ⟨d⟩i±∆di =mean(dABC,dABD,dACD,dBCD)i
± std(dABC,dABD,dACD,dBCD)i. (10)

The level of either standard deviation can be used as a val-
idation criterion to either accept or reject the measurement.
Given a large ensemble of single drop measurements in a
spray, statistics regarding the size and velocity distribution at
a point with relatively high spatial resolution can be obtained

v=mean(v1, . . . ,vN)± std(v1, . . . ,vN) (68% confidence)
(11)

d=mean(d1, . . . ,dN)± std(d1, . . . ,dN) (68% confidence)
(12)

where by N indicates the number of the individual validated
drops used for averaging. Thus, the time-shift technique oper-
ated in this manner can be considered a point measurement of
single realizations. An implicit assumption to this approach of
processing is that individual drop signals can be detected.

Signal detection in the presence of noise is a widely stud-
ied field, but has been specifically addressed for time-shift sig-
nals in [9]. Although in this theoretical study a single filter
could be proposed with comparable detection performance of
a matched filter bank, the detection power still falls off rap-
idly with decreasing SNR. The advances presented in the cur-
rent study addresses the situation of low SNR in which signal
detection becomes very difficult and time consuming.

A second implicit assumption in the above expressions is
that the relative refractive index (m) is constant. This is not
strictly true, since different wavelengths of laser are used for
the two illuminating beams to avoid any cross-talk in the
detectors and the refractive indices of liquids are wavelength
dependent. Typically the wavelengths 405 nm and 450 nm are
used in commercial time-shift instruments for the two illumin-
ating beams. However, for typical fluids, the resulting changes
in θp=2.1

i ; hence, in f (m, θs, p), are negligible and are not fur-
ther considered in this study.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the proportionality function
f (m, θs, p) between time shift and size (equation (7)), is known
entirely from the optical arrangement, i.e. no calibration of the
instrument is necessary.

Figure 3. (a) Transparent drop, (b) opaque drop,
(c) suspension/emulsion drop, (d) drop with embedded flakes
and (e) suspension/emulsion droplet with embedded flakes.

3. Signal processing

3.1. Signal distortion

Strong signal distortions from the ideal forms shown in
figure 1 occur when the drops are no longer spherical or
are more complex in composition, examples of which were
shown on the left side of figure 2. Examples of complex drops
are given in figure 3, showing pure liquid drops—transparent
and opaque—as well as drops containing a second dispersed
phase or other particles/flakes. For such drops with embedded
particles or emulsions, the p= 2.1 contribution may undergo
significant attenuation when passing through the drop. Fur-
thermore, scattering from particles or inhomogeneities within
the drop will lead to a background intensity level at the detect-
ors, possibly completely obscuring the expected signal peaks.
Moreover, if the drop is non-spherical the function f (m, θs, p)
in equation (7) may no longer be amendable to theoretical
derivation. Examples of theoretical solutions to the light scat-
tering from non-spherical drops have been presented for spe-
cific shapes, e.g. spheroids [10]; however, the oblateness and
drop orientation w.r.t. the illuminating beam must be known
beforehand. Thus, an analytic solution for use with the ran-
domness of drops passing through the detection volume of a
time-shift instrument is not feasible.

Further to these causes of distortion, also the intensity of
the various scattering orders will vary not only with embedded
particle concentration in the drop, but also with the drop dia-
meter. In the Mie scattering regime the intensity of scattered
light varies approximately as

ISCA ∝ d2 (13)

and the intensity is expected to vary inversely with velocity

ISCA ∝ 1
v
. (14)

Lacking theoretical solutions of light scattering from such
drops with complex composition, Monte Carlo ray-tracing
approaches have been successfully used to simulate expected
time-shift signals [4]. However, it is not practical to invoke
a Monte Carlo simulation in some iterative manner on each
and every of the four signals originating from a single drop
to obtain an estimate of its velocity and size. The time shift
between signals as shown in figure 2 is no longer uniquely
defined and will now be representative of an average over the
different scattering orders, weighted with their corresponding
intensity (amplitude), all of which are quantitatively unknown.
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Figure 4. Time-shift signals from a water spray generated using a rotary bell atomizer with a rotation speed of 23 000 rpm and digitized at
312.5 MHz over 50 ms.

Thus, signal processing according to equations (1) and (2) will
not longer be directly applicable. The novel approach sugges-
ted here is therefore to derive velocity and size estimates based
on the total ensemble of drop signals in an averaging manner
based on autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions.

3.2. Signal correlation approach

An example extract of time-shift signals from the four instru-
ment detectors is shown in figure 4. This signal was taken from
a water spray, generated using a rotary bell atomization oper-
ating at 23 000 rpm and digitized at a rate of 312.5 MHz over
50 ms. Approximately 400 single drops can be detected in this
observation time, i.e. an average signal rate of 8000 drops s−1.
These signals fulfill the expectations of ideal signals and a
single realization processing as described above can be carried
out, yielding an average droplet velocity of v= 17.0m s−1 and
average droplet size of d= 43 µm.Water, being a non-opaque
liquid, resulted in a strong dominance of the p= 2.1 peak in
the signals.

The autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of these
signals will now be considered. The autocorrelation function
is defined as:

RXX(τ) =
ˆ T

0
SX(t)SX(t+ τ)dt (15)

and the cross-correlation function as:

RXY(τ) =
ˆ T

0
SX(t)SY(t+ τ)dt (16)

where the X and Y subscripts indicate which detectors are
meant and T is the time period of the measurement win-
dow. The autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions
from the example signals shown in figure 4 are shown in
figures 5 and 6, whereby the functions are only shown for

Figure 5. Autocorrelation functions RAA(τ ), RBB(τ ), RCC(τ ) and
RDD(τ ) from the time-shift signals shown in figure 4.

a range of lag times τ near the maximum value of the
correlations.

The peak position of the autocorrelation function is by
definition at τ = 0, whereby the amplitude of the autocorrela-
tion function at τ = 0 yields the variance of the respective input
signal over the time period T, including all noise contributions
(sum of all self-products). This variance varies among detect-
ors due to numerous factors related to the optical configura-
tion and alignment, electronics and disturbing, yet uncontrol-
lable factors, such as spray density. Nevertheless, leaving these
factors constant, the variance will increase with signal amp-
litude and with the number of non-zero segments in a given
observation time. Thus, the autocorrelation coefficient at τ = 0
is some measure of the number of drops appearing in this time
window; hence, of the relative spray density. Unfortunately,
because of the dependence also on signal amplitude, it is not
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Figure 6. Cross-correlation functions RAC(τ ) and RBD(τ ) of the
time-shift signals shown in figure 4. The dashed line indicates the
time lag of the maximum value of the cross-correlation functions.
The time lag is used to compute the drop velocity using the
time-of-flight approach.

straightforward to extract spray density from thismeasurement
quantity—at most in a comparable manner. The shape of the
autocorrelation function peak will be related to the average
form of the individual peaks in the time-shift signals and may
be revealing with respect to drop composition; however, this
avenue of processing will not be further pursued in the present
study.

Using a two-beam optical configuration, the time shift
between detectors A and C or B and D will correspond to the
time of flight of the drop between the two beams, irrespective
of which scattering orders dominate the signal or how distor-
ted the signals from an ideal form are. The lag time ∆τmax of
the cross-correlation maximum peak will yield an estimate of
the average time-of-flight∆tTOF. The average velocity over all
detected particles can therefore be estimated as

from RAC(τ): vAC =
∆b
τmax

(17)

from RBD(τ): vBD =
∆b
τmax

. (18)

The cross-correlation functions RAC(τ ) and RBD(τ ) from the
signals in figure 4 are shown in figure 6, in which the lag time
τmax in each is clearly distinguishable, if not identical in either
value or amplitude in the two cross-correlation functions. The
average value of vAC and vBD computed from equations (17)
and (18) can be used as a mean velocity estimate from all
detected drops. Typical differences between these two velo-
cities in the present experiments were of the order of 3%.

The shape of the cross-correlation function can be con-
sidered to be a convolution of individual signal time shifts
with the beam intensity shape, integrated over all drop sig-
nals, with a weighting proportional to respective scattering
order strength. This can therefore be interpreted as a convolu-
tion of the beam shape with the velocity distribution the drop
ensemble. However, retrieving the velocity distribution from

Figure 7. Cross-correlation functions RAB(τ ) and RCD(τ ) of the
time-shift signals shown in figure 4. The dashed line indicates the
time lag of the maximum value of the cross-correlation functions.
This time lag used used to compute the drop size.

the cross-correlation function remains difficult, since many
influencing factors remain unknown, especially the unique-
ness of the correlation between velocity and signal amplitude.

To estimate the mean drop size, equations (3)–(6) can
be used, whereby the quantities ∆tAC and ∆tBD therein are
estimated using the same τmax values from the RAC(τ ) and
RBD(τ ) functions as used above for estimation of the velo-
city (equations (17) and (18)). The time shifts∆tAB and∆tCD
in equations (3)–(6) can be estimated using the τmax values
from the cross-correlation functions RAB(τ ) and RCD(τ ). These
functions, computed from the signals in figure 4, are shown in
figure 7, from which the respective τmax values are easily dis-
tinguishable, in this case negative. These values are negative,
since the p= 2.1 peaks dominate the signals and these peaks
occur after the drop centerline has passed the beam centerline,
i.e. at negative relative times.

The fact that the p= 2.1 peak will dominate the signal is not
self-evident. The relative amplitude of this peak will depend
on the scattering angle, the absorption of light within the drop
(imaginary part of the relative refractive index) and also any
internal scattering within the drop. Hence, the p= 2.1 peak
amplitude will also depend on drop size. This effect of size
dependent absorption and scattering will be discussed below
in interpreting the measurement results.

In computing the size in this manner according to
equations (3)–(6), the implicit assumption is made that the
mean of d/v is equal to the mean of d divided by the mean
of v, i.e. ⟨

d
v

⟩
=

⟨d⟩
⟨v⟩

. (19)

This assumption will be valid if a strong correlation between
size and velocity exists. This is often the case in sprays. For
instance spraying into quiescent air will result in a posit-
ive correlation between size and velocity, or spraying into a
much faster airflow will result in a negative correlation. As an
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Figure 8. Schematic of experimental facility [11] and example photograph of the time-shift instrument. Note that the two beams and the
four detectors shown in figure 2 are represented in this schematic simply by the dotted line and the sensor head.

example, in the latter case the smaller drops with less mass,
will accelerate more rapidly; hence, small drops will have a
higher velocity and large drops a lower velocity—a negative
correlation. In this particular study, the validity of this assump-
tion can be directly assessed, since measurements performed
using the counting technique yield size and velocity for all
drops and these data will be graphically presented in section 5,
fromwhich a strong correlation between the two quantities can
be observed (see figures 9 and 10).

Also using this integration approach two estimates of velo-
city and four estimates of size are available and a mean
and variance for each quantity can be computed, analog to
equations (9) and (10). These averages will be denoted vΣ and
dΣ, indicating that these estimates are over the ensemble of
drops as a whole.

4. Experimental setup and conditions

The experimental setup used in this study is the same facil-
ity reported on in [11], where the spray has been created
by a rotary bell atomizer. A schematic illustration and an
example photograph of the atomizer and instrument placement
to measure the spray is shown in figure 8. Note the tilt of
the rotary atomizer to insure that the main flow direction of
drops is aligned with the two detection volumes of the time-
shift sensor. The operational parameters of the two conditions
studied are summarized in table 1. The two operational con-
ditions vary primarily in the liquid atomized, in one case pure
water and in the other black paint. The black paint is a col-
loidal drop with suspended, opaque nanoparticles, as depicted
in figure 3(c).

The position of the measurement point is varied by travers-
ing the nozzle at a constant speed and keeping the time-shift
sensor stationary. Signals are acquired during the entire atom-
izer traverse, although no attempt is made to measure atomizer
position with time, so it is not possible to assign any single
drop measurement to a particular position in the spray. How-
ever, this is not necessary within the scope of the present study.
The goal here was to measure a representative ensemble of
drops throughout the entire spray.

The time-shift signals have been acquired using an external
high speed digitizer (PicoScope 6404D) operated with a

Table 1. Operational parameters of both experimental conditions.

Material Flow rate Rotational speed

Water 400 nLmin−1 23 000 rpm
Black paint 300 nLmin−1 23 000 rpm

Table 2. Standard deviation in velocity and size using the counting
approach of signal processing.

Material

⟨
∆v
v

⟩ ⟨
∆d

d

⟩
⟨N⟩

Water 8.0% 19.9% 181
Black paint 4.5% 24.2% 285

sampling frequency of 321.5 MS s−1. The buffer of the digit-
izer allows to record up to 50 ms without losing samples. This
yields approximately 1.6× 106 samples per channel. In total
54 traverses have been performed, resulting in 54 data sets.
The data setsM1–M13were acquired for water andM14–M54
for black paint.

5. Measurement results

The acquired data sets were processed using the two
approaches mentioned above; the conventional counting
approach described in section 2 and using the cross-correlation
functions, described in section 3.2. Since the cross-correlation
approach only yields integral estimates, a direct compar-
ison of the results from the two approaches is only pos-
sibly after averaging the values obtained using the counting
approach.

The average number of the single drops used in the counting
approach is given in table 2, where the dimensionless standard
deviation of both the velocity and size values is shown. These
values have been averaged over the 13 and 41 measurement
data sets for water and black paint respectively. The standard
deviation provides some indication of the data scatter involved
in these measurements.

The velocity calculation can be expected to be of higher
accuracy than the drop size calculation, because the calculated
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Figure 9. Measurement results obtained for experimental
conditions S1 (water). The cross symbols indicate the results
obtained using the counting method. The triangular markers indicate
results obtained using the cross-correlation functions.

Figure 10. Measurement results obtained for experimental
conditions S2 (black paint). The cross symbols indicate the results
obtained using the counting method. The triangular markers indicate
results obtained using the cross-correlation functions.

drop velocity is derived from a single time-shift value (see
equation (1)), whereas the drop size is computed using two
time-shifts (see equations (3)–(6)).

The measurement data from both processing methods are
compared in figure 9 for measurements corresponding to the
conditions S1 (water) and in figure 10 for conditions S2 (black
paint). In these figures the size and velocity of each individual
drop over all measurement campaigns (M1–M13, M14–M54)
have been included. It is apparent from these plots that the scat-
ter of measurements using black paint, especially in the size
determination, is larger.

To further compare these signal processing approaches, the
mean values of size and velocity from the counting approach is
plotted against the results obtained using the cross-correlation
approach in figures 11 and 12. Perfect agreement between the
two approaches would correspond to the dashed line shown

Figure 11. Comparison between measured mean drop size using
counting (d) and integration (dΣ) methods for water (S1) and black
paint (S2).

Figure 12. Comparison between measured mean velocity using
counting (v) and integration (vΣ) methods for water (S1) and black
paint (S2).

in these figures. It is evident that deviations exist between the
processing methods for both the measurements of water drops
and those of black paint.

For water drops the correlation approach yields consistently
smaller average drop sizes (figure 11). Whereas the conven-
tional processing approach determines the size from the time
shift alone from the time shift of the second-order refract-
ive peaks (p= 2.1), the shift of the cross-correlation peak
is biased towards a lower value by the contributions of the
reflective peak in the input signals. This shift of the lag time
toward lower values results in lower size estimates, according
to equations (3)–(6).

For black paint the time-shift measurement is based on the
reflective signal peak (p= 0), since the second-order refract-
ive peak (p= 2.1) is highly attenuated. This holds true for large
drops, since the refractive rays are completely absorbed during
their passes through the drop. However, as the drops become
smaller, the second-order refractive rays increase in intensity
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at the detector. This contribution to the detector signal then
shifts the cross-correlation peak towards lower values, result-
ing in the lower values of mean drop size for the correlation
method. The difference between the mean drop size meas-
ured using the two methods will be primarily dependent on
the absorption degree of the colloidal drop. Hence, knowing
the drop size, an estimate of the absorption coefficient of the
liquid can be made, indicating some measure of concentration
and/or size of the suspended nanoparticles. However, this pos-
sibility of estimating colloidal concentration will not be pur-
sued, but has been investigated in a separate study [12].

As with the mean diameter measurement, the velocity
measurements also exhibit a clear decrease of mean velocity
for the correlation approach. The data points associated with
these lower values correspond also to the data points exhibit-
ing lower mean diameters. Again, for small black paint drops,
the p= 2.1 peak in the signal becomes stronger and biases the
cross-correlation function to lower values of of the time shift.

6. Summary and conclusions

This study has introduced a novel signal processing approach
for estimating size and velocity from time-shift signals.
The novel approach is based on cross-correlation functions
between the four detector signals with the intention of redu-
cing computational effort and allowing measurements to be
performed, despite lower signal-to-noise ratios arising due
to unfavourable measurement conditions or due to the com-
plex structure of drops. To evaluate the performance of these
new estimators, comparisons were drawn to results obtained
using a conventional, single realization approach to signal pro-
cessing.

The results of the study indicate that the novel signal pro-
cessing approach is viable, but exhibits certain application lim-
its. The most important of these is that a single scattering order
dominates the time-shift signal. For non-opaque drops (like
from water), this would typically be second-order refraction
(p= 2.1) and for opaque drops this would be reflection (p= 0).
However, in the latter case and for very small drops, the sig-
nal contribution from second-order refraction can increase and
bias both size and velocity estimates.

In the present study the results using the new integration
approach could be compared with the conventional approach,
revealing a lower size limit of about 40 µm. However this pos-
sibility is not always available and then the question arises
whether this limit in size can be predicted prior to measure-
ment, for instance using light scattering codes. For this, the
complex relative refractive must be known, including the ima-
ginary part responsible for absorption. Then a code capable of
accounting for the Gaussian beam properties must be used, i.e.
a code realizing the Generalized Lorenz–Mie Theory. How-
ever even then, the effect of decreased p= 2.1 peak amp-
litude on the cross-correlation functions will not be unique,
since many other factors come into influence, in particular
noise. Thus, the lower size limit using this new technique
is not straightforward to determine prior to measurement.

Preliminary measurements, as elaborated in the present study,
are likely necessary and recommended.

Several avenues for future research have been revealed in
this study. One is the possibility of extracting not just estim-
ates of the mean size and velocity of a drop ensemble, but also
extracting their distributions. This information is contained
in the shape of the computed correlation functions. Another
direction involves the estimate of the attenuation coefficient
inside a drop (and thus colloidal concentration), which is
related to the bias to the size estimate introduced by second-
order refractive scattering. For this a comparison to conven-
tional estimates is necessary.
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